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A copy of the petition, as well as any
written communications concerning the
petition, is available for review online at
www.regulations.gov and in person at
the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
(DOT) Docket Operations Facility, 1200
New Jersey Avenue SE., W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590. The Docket
Operations Facility is open from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except Federal Holidays.
Interested parties are invited to
participate in these proceedings by
submitting written views, data, or
comments. FRA does not anticipate
scheduling a public hearing in
connection with these proceedings since
the facts do not appear to warrant a
hearing. If any interested party desires
an opportunity for oral comment, they
should notify FRA, in writing, before
the end of the comment period and
specify the basis for their request.
All communications concerning these
proceedings should identify the
appropriate docket number and may be
submitted by any of the following
methods:
• Web site: http://
www.regulations.gov. Follow the online
instructions for submitting comments.
• Fax: 202–493–2251.
• Mail: Docket Operations Facility,
U.S. Department of Transportation, 1200
New Jersey Avenue SE., W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590.
• Hand Delivery: 1200 New Jersey
Avenue SE., Room W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590, between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except Federal Holidays.
Communications received by
February 7, 2014 will be considered by
FRA before final action is taken.
Comments received after that date will
be considered as far as practicable.
Anyone is able to search the
electronic form of any written
communications and comments
received into any of our dockets by the
name of the individual submitting the
comment (or signing the document, if
submitted on behalf of an association,
business, labor union, etc.). See http://
www.regulations.gov/#!privacyNotice
for the privacy notice of regulations.gov
or interested parties may review DOT’s
complete Privacy Act Statement in the
Federal Register published on April 11,
2000 (65 FR 19477).
Issued in Washington, DC.
Robert C. Lauby,
Associate Administrator for Railroad Safety,
Chief Safety Officer.
[FR Doc. 2013–30534 Filed 12–23–13; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Railroad Administration
[Docket Number FRA–2013–0129]

Petition for Waiver of Compliance
In accordance with Part 211 of Title
49 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
this document provides the public
notice that by a document dated
September 13, 2013, the Union Pacific
Railroad (UP) petitioned the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) for a
waiver of compliance from certain
provisions of the Federal railroad safety
regulations contained at 49 CFR part
236, Rules, Standards, and Instructions
Governing the Installation, Inspection,
Maintenance, and Repair of Signal and
Train Control Systems, Devices, and
Appliances. FRA assigned the petition
Docket Number FRA–2013–0129.
UP seeks a waiver from compliance
with the cab signal system requirements
found in 49 CFR 236.566, Locomotive of
each train operating in train stop, train
control, or cab signal territory;
equipped. Specifically, UP seeks relief
to operate: Non-equipped engines used
in switching and transfer service, with
or without cars; work trains; wreck
trains; ballast cleaners to and from
work; and engines and rail diesel cars
moving to and from shops at the
following locations:
1. Operations on the Chicago Service
Unit, Geneva Subdivision, from Control
Point (CP) Y901 and Kedzie may be
made in accordance with signal
indication and at restricted speed:
• With engines not equipped with
automatic train control (ATC) with or
without cars; or,
• To and from the CP Y901 with the
ATC cut out and back-up moves; or,
• With the ATC cut out due to failure.
2. Operations on the Chicago Service
Unit, Geneva Subdivision, from Kedzie
and Park CP Y015, engines not
equipped with ATC and foreign crews
operating UP trains may be operated at
a speed not exceeding 40 mph when a
block signal displays an indication more
favorable than Approach. An Approach
or more favorable indication establishes
an absolute block to the next block
signal. If block signal displays a Stop,
Restricted Proceed, or Restricting
indication, the train must stop and not
proceed until authorized by the train
dispatcher. However, the train may pass
a signal indicating Restricting to leave
the main track immediately past the
signal.
3. Operations on the Chicago Service
Unit, Geneva Subdivision, nonequipped engines in switching service
may be operated on the main track
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between CP Y901 and Elmhurst;
between Dixon and Nelson; between
Nelson and Sterling; between East
Clinton and Clinton; and at West
Chicago, De Kalb, Dixon, Nelson,
Sterling, and Clinton within switching
limits, in accordance with signal
indication, not exceeding restricted
speed.
A copy of the petition, as well as any
written communications concerning the
petition, is available for review online at
www.regulations.gov and in person at
the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Docket Operations Facility, 1200 New
Jersey Avenue SE., W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590. The Docket
Operations Facility is open from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except Federal Holidays.
Interested parties are invited to
participate in these proceedings by
submitting written views, data, or
comments. FRA does not anticipate
scheduling a public hearing in
connection with these proceedings since
the facts do not appear to warrant a
hearing. If any interested party desires
an opportunity for oral comment, they
should notify FRA, in writing, before
the end of the comment period and
specify the basis for their request.
All communications concerning these
proceedings should identify the
appropriate docket number and may be
submitted by any of the following
methods:
• Web site: http://
www.regulations.gov. Follow the online
instructions for submitting comments.
• Fax: 202–493–2251.
• Mail: Docket Operations Facility,
U.S. Department of Transportation, 1200
New Jersey Avenue SE., W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590.
• Hand Delivery: 1200 New Jersey
Avenue SE., Room W12–140,
Washington, DC 20590, between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except Federal Holidays.
Communications received by
February 7, 2014 will be considered by
FRA before final action is taken.
Comments received after that date will
be considered as far as practicable.
Anyone is able to search the
electronic form of any written
communications and comments
received into any of our dockets by the
name of the individual submitting the
comment (or signing the comment, if
submitted on behalf of an association,
business, labor union, etc.). You may
review DOT’s complete Privacy Act
Statement in the Federal Register
published on April 11, 2000 (Volume
65, Number 70; Pages 19477–78), or
online at http://www.dot.gov/
#!privacy.html.
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Issued in Washington, DC.
Robert C. Lauby,
Associate Administrator for Railroad Safety,
Chief Safety Officer.
[FR Doc. 2013–30536 Filed 12–23–13; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–06–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration
Petition for Exemption From the
Federal Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention
Standard; General Motors Corporation
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Department of
Transportation (DOT).
ACTION: Grant of petition for exemption.
AGENCY:

This document grants in full
General Motors Corporation’s (GM)
petition for an exemption of the Cadillac
SRX vehicle line in accordance with 49
CFR part 543, Exemption from Vehicle
Theft Prevention Standard. This
petition is granted because the agency
has determined that the antitheft device
to be placed on the line as standard
equipment is likely to be as effective in
reducing and deterring motor vehicle
theft as compliance with the partsmarking requirements of 49 CFR Part
541, Federal Motor Vehicle Theft
Prevention Standard (Theft Prevention
Standard).
DATES: The exemption granted by this
notice is effective beginning with the
2015 model year (MY).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
Deborah Mazyck, Office of International
Policy, Fuel Economy, and Consumer
Standards, NHTSA, W43–443, 1200
New Jersey Avenue SE., Washington,
DC 20590. Ms. Mazyck’s phone number
is (202) 366–4139. Her fax number is
(202) 493–2990.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In a
petition dated August 16, 2013, GM
requested an exemption from the partsmarking requirements of the Theft
Prevention Standard for the Cadillac
SRX vehicle line beginning with MY
2015. The petition requested an
exemption from parts-marking pursuant
to 49 CFR 543, Exemption from Vehicle
Theft Prevention Standard, based on the
installation of an antitheft device as
standard equipment for the entire
vehicle line.
Under 49 CFR Part 543.5(a), a
manufacturer may petition NHTSA to
grant an exemption for one vehicle line
per model year. In its petition, GM
provided a detailed description and
diagram of the identity, design, and
location of the components of the
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antitheft device for the Cadillac SRX
vehicle line. GM will install the PASSKey III+ antitheft device as standard
equipment on the vehicle line. The
PASS-Key III+ is a passive, transponderbased, electronic immobilizer device.
The major components of the device
consist of the PASS-Key III+ controller
module, engine control module,
electronically-coded ignition key, radio
frequency receiver and passive antenna
module. GM stated that the device will
provide protection against unauthorized
use (i.e., starting and engine fueling),
but will not provide any visible or
audible indication of unauthorized
vehicle entry (i.e., flashing lights or
horn alarm). GM’s submission is
considered a complete petition as
required by 49 CFR 543.7 in that it
meets the general requirements
contained in 543.5 and the specific
content requirements of 543.6.
The PASS-Key III+ device is designed
to be active at all times without direct
intervention by the vehicle operator.
The device is fully armed immediately
after the ignition has been turned off
and the key removed.
GM stated that the PASS-Key III+ uses
a special ignition key and decoder
module. The ignition key contains
electronics molded into the key head,
providing billions of possible electronic
combinations. The electronics receive
energy and data from the antenna
module. Upon receipt of the data, the
key will calculate a response to the data
using an internal encryption algorithm
and transmit the response back to the
vehicle. The antenna module translates
the radio frequency signal received from
the key into a digital signal and passes
the signal on to the controller module.
The controller module compares the
received response to an internally
calculated value. If the values match,
the key is recognized as valid and a
password is then transmitted through a
serial data link to the engine control
module to enable fueling and vehicle
starting. A secondary data challenge and
response process using another
encryption algorithm must be validated
by the engine controller to allow
continued operation. If an invalid key
code is received, the PASS-Key III+
controller module will send a ‘‘Disable
Password’’ to the engine control module
and starting, ignition, and fuel will be
inhibited.
In addressing the specific content
requirements of 543.6, GM provided
information on the reliability and
durability of its proposed device. To
ensure reliability and durability of the
device, GM conducted tests based on its
own specified standards. GM provided
information on the specific tests it uses
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to validate the integrity, durability and
reliability of the PASS-Key III+ device
and believes that the device is reliable
and durable since the components must
operate as designed after each test. GM
also stated that the design and assembly
processes of the PASS-Key III+
subsystem and components are
validated for 10 years of vehicle life and
150,000 miles of performance.
GM stated that the PASS-Key III+
device has been designed to enhance the
functionality and theft protection
provided by its first, second and third
generation PASS-Key, PASS-Key II, and
PASS-Key III devices. GM also
referenced data provided by the
American Automobile Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) in support of the
effectiveness of GM’s PASS-Key devices
in reducing and deterring motor vehicle
theft. Specifically, GM stated that the
AAMA’s comments referencing the
agency’s Preliminary Report on ‘‘Auto
Theft and Recovery Effects of the AntiCar Theft Act of 1992 and the Motor
Vehicle Theft Law Enforcement Act of
1984’’, (Docket 97–042; Notice 1),
showed that between MYs 1987 and
1993, the Chevrolet Camaro and Pontiac
Firebird vehicle lines experienced a
significant theft rate reduction after
installation of a Pass-Key like antitheft
device as standard equipment on the
vehicle lines.
GM also noted that theft data have
indicated a decline in theft rates for
vehicle lines equipped with comparable
devices that have received full
exemptions from the parts-marking
requirements. GM stated that the theft
data, as provided by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation’s National Crime
Information Center and compiled by the
agency, show that theft rates are lower
for exempted GM models equipped with
the PASS-Key like systems than the
theft rates for earlier models with
similar appearance and construction
that were parts-marked. Based on the
performance of the PASS-Key, PASSKey II, and PASS-Key III devices on
other GM models, and the advanced
technology utilized in PASS-Key III+,
GM believes that the PASS-Key III+
device will be more effective in
deterring theft than the parts-marking
requirements of 49 CFR Part 541.
Additionally, GM stated that the
PASS-Key III+ is installed as standard
equipment on the Cadillac CTS vehicle
line. GM informed the agency that its
Cadillac CTS vehicle line has been
equipped with the device since
introduction of its MY 2003 vehicles.
GM was granted an exemption from the
parts-marking requirements by the
agency for the Cadillac CTS vehicle line
beginning with the 2011 MY (See 74 FR
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